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Research Question: How did expanded CTC payments affect parents’ labor sup-
ply?

Employment ↓
• Unconditional transfer
• Removal of phase in
• Cut in relative wage and an increase
in non-labor income

• Simulations report reductions in
parental employment

No Effect or Employment ↑
• Simulations based on 1980s – 2000s
• Lower willingness to leave work
• Volatile nature of low-wage work
• Canadian child allowances - null
• Parents increased work (5%) and
decreased work (5%)

Note: CTC expansion was temporary and this is a short-run analysis
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Approach

• Data:
• Current Population Survey (Jan 2021 to Feb 2022) - Employment and Labor Force
Participation

• Household Pulse Survey (Jan 2021 to Feb 2022) – Employment
• Treatments:

• Dichotomous: Children vs. no children
• Continuous: Predicted net change in CTC benefit (tests income effect)
• Continuous: % Change in return to work (tests substitution effect)

• Design:
• We use a two-way fixed effect difference-in-differences approach
• Condition on age, sex, and education status of the household head
• Include robustness checks using alternative treatment timing, event studies, and
group-dosage response designs
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Treatments

• Two Children, $8,750:
• Children vs. no children - 1
• % Change in return to work ~0%
• Net change in monthly CTC benefit ~$380

• Two Children, $67,500:
• Children vs. no children - 1
• % Change in return to work ~-5%
• Net change in monthly CTC benefit ~$275

• Two Children, $125,000:
• Children vs. no children - 1
• % Change in return to work ~-3%
• Net change in monthly CTC benefit ~$270
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Results
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Heterogeneity by Income Bin
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Conclusion

• Our employment analyses do not support the claim that the CTC expansion resulted
in reduced employment or labor force participation

• Our findings are robust:
• Across three measures of the CTC expansion
• Across both the CPS and Pulse
• Using both an Intent-to-Treat and Treatment-on-Treated design
• We find no indication of a violation in parallel trends or lagged effects on
employment/labor force participation

• When testing for Group-dosage response variation
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Appendix
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Event Study on the Effect of the CTC Expansion using both the March 15th and July
15th Treatment Definitions
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Group-dosage response
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Group-dosage response
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Group-dosage response
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